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ABSTRACT 
Tiles have been widely used in 2d games as highly recurring 

primitive small-sized elements used to structure large terrains. In 

many categories of board games repeating path-patterns are 

commonly used. In this context, we propose the notion of 

structured tiles as a systematic way to capture and such express 

recurring path-patterns. They constitute reusable building blocks 

of a far larger-scale compared to primitive tiles, embodying both 

geometric (for terrain formation) and path structure (for game 

play) information. Technically, structured tiles are subgraphs 

whose vertices are polygonal areas of a respective tile image. 

Through structured tiles, terrain composition is essentially graph 

assembling enabling to perform semantic checking like node 

connectivity and reachability, or other tests concerning graphs. 

Finally, common mechanics like plausible path computation, path 

selection by players, and in-path movement control are 

standardized and incorporated in the game engine. We discuss the 

notion of repeating path-patterns and introduce structured tiles, 

then elaborate on terrain composition and game mechanics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Tiles, being unstructured rectangular images, are a widely applied 

method for fine-grained reuse towards terrain composition for side 

scrolling games. In the past, tiles played a twofold role: (i) they 

enabled the modelling of large terrains in a memory-efficient 

manner; and (ii) they introduced a convenient terrain composition 

discipline. Currently there are numerous game genres where tiles 

are adopted, such as action, strategy, puzzle, and adventures. 

Practically, tiles match the design intent to form terrains with 

highly repeating substructures, so as to save development budget 

and computer resources. As tiles tend to be very primitive and 

small they fail to capture higher-level repeatability, which, for 

some genres, is very common. For instance, board games are 

intentionally designed to involve structural recursiveness with 

sometimes very large repeating forms. Such recurring forms are 

not merely graphical but embody structural content directly 

relating to the game mechanics. For example, in adventure board 

games such structural information depicts paths on which players 

are allowed to move. Thus, repeating patterns combine graphical 

appearance and semantic structure, meaning, during design, 

effective pattern composition requires perfect matching on both 

dimensions. Driven from the previous remark we focused on 

supporting arbitrary repeating path-patterns as the basis for terrain 

composition. Such reusable elements are variable-size tile entities 

with structural information that we called structured tiles. 

Normally, to support tile-based terrains one needs powerful tools 

to create, manage and combine tiles. More sophisticated tools may 

provide extra functionality to compose individual tiles and 

generate graphical connectivity information. However, all known 

tools focus exclusively on the graphical representation of tiles 

with no support for structural connectivity and underlying 

semantic data. Consequently, alternative use of the same tile 

image for alternative roles, like varying paths as illustrated under 

Figure 1, cannot be supported. 

 

Figure 1: Same tile image used to form paths with varying 

structural information. 

Structural information, whether apparent or not when reviewing 

the tile image, needs to be explicitly associated with the tile as 

extra accompanying data. We propose to enable linking of 

structural information with tile images during design time through 

appropriate tool support. This way, automatic graph computations 

can support designers with connectivity testing and generation of 

terrain complexity reports. Additionally, inherent game mechanics 

like path selection by players, and in-path movement control can 

be standardized and incorporated in the main game engine. In 

summary, our contributions in game development are the 

following: 

• Structured tiles as repeating path patterns marrying graphical, 

geometric and structural information. 

• Approach for authoring of structured tiles and composing 

terrains with them. 

• Automation of game mechanics for player movement control 

within the global path structure. 

Structural tiles can model a wide range of board terrains, but the 

game mechanics may diverge, meaning a single implementation is 

insufficient for all genres. In this context, we focus on multiplayer 

board games with players owning a single pawn. 
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2 Sketching the visual 

structure of the sub-path

3. Specifying the detailed 

graphical structured tile

4. Authoring using the 

structured-tile editor

<Tile id = "Extreme_Horizontal_R-D" 

width="3" height="2" tileset="../game.xml">

<!—Geometry information->

<Nodes>

<Polygon>

<Point x="7" y="126“ />

<Point x="56" y="126“ />

<Point x="56" y="106“ />

<Point x="63" y="89“ />

<Point x="16" y="60“ />

<Point x="6" y="91“ />

</Polygon>

...rest of polygons appear here….
</Nodes> ...continues on the text box at right

<!--Connectivity information-->

<InnerConnectivity>

<Edge node1="0" node2="1“ />

<Edge node1="1" node2="2“ />

<Edge node1="2" node2="1“ />

<Edge node1="3" node2="2“ />

</InnerConnectivity>

<OuterConnectivity>

<Edge node="0" direction="D" pos="0" 

type="Incoming“ />

<Edge node="3" direction="R" pos="0" 

type="Bidirectional“ />

</OuterConnectivity>

</Tile>

5. XML data for structured tiles are automatically produced, encompassing geometry and connectivity information

1. Defining the sub-path 

topology as directed graph
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Figure 3: Design process of creating a structured tile and respective XML data for the structured tile produced by the editor 

 

       

Figure 2: Board games using tiles to form recurring patterns (left to right): Ricochet Robots, Tikal, Hero Quest and Carcassonne 

2. RELATED WORK 
The Smart Game Board [1] is a generic board game editor for 

two-player grid-based board games, with players owning multiple 

pawns. Arbitrary terrains with freely-defined paths, as in our case, 

are not supported. The STARS [2] system is a platform for 

developing pervasive board games. No terrain editor, neither a 

novel terrain composition approach, are mentioned, with emphasis 

clearly shifted on natural means of interaction with physical 

objects and sensors. The Tile Dreamer [3] is a tool for creating 

and managing individual tiles, while Mappy [4], Tile Studio [5] 

and The Universal Map Editor [6] are typical tile-based terrain 

editors. The scrolling game development kit [7] provides tile and 

terrain creation while supporting tile categories and properties. In 

summary, to our knowledge, there is no similar proposition for 

variable-size tiles combining image, geometry and structure in one 

entity, while automating game mechanics for player control. 

3. RECURRING PATH PATTERNS 
Repeating patterns are evident in numerous games, with the most 

trivial cases concerning grid-based games like Chess and Go. The 

board of Settlers of Catan consists of hexagonal tiles representing 

land types (single tile pattern). Various maze and puzzle games 

(e.g. The Amazing Labyrinth) also use specific path patterns to 

construct their terrains; the most notable ones are straight lines 

(vertical or horizontal), turns (four possible turns) and crosses. 

Role-playing and exploration games (e.g. Dungeons & Dragons) 

display similar recursiveness. In this case, there are various types 

of tiles that allow create smaller (for instance combining multiple 

leaf tiles with log tiles) or large terrain areas (for instance a sand 

tile replicated multiple times for a dessert). Finally, in 

Carcassonne the entire gameplay focuses on connecting game 

tiles to create the game board. Examples of game boards using 

recurring path patterns are shown in Figure 2. 

4. STRUCTURED TILES 
In order to efficiently represent these recurring path patterns, we 

need the tiles that form the path pattern to contain additional 

information about their structure. Our approach in deriving 

structured tiles from repeating path patterns is outlined under 

Figure 3. More specifically, the starting point is the logical sub-

path structure, defined as a directed subgraph, which represents 

the recurring player-navigation scenario.  At this stage, nodes map 

to board game positions, however, with no graphical connotation 
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1. Choosing a maze as the scene to 

extrapolate recursive sub-paths

2. Extracting a path pattern and 

defining the entry / exit points

2. Defining the grid and overlaying 

the graph over the graphical image
1. Choosing a maze as the scene to 

extrapolate recursive sub-paths

2. Extracting a path pattern and 

defining the entry / exit points

2. Defining the grid and overlaying 

the graph over the graphical image

Figure 4: Design process of extrapolating structured-tiles  

 
yet and direct edges signify the allowed directions of movement. 

The next step involves the translation of logical sub-paths to 

sketches of repeating visual structures, in which the contact points 

are explicitly marked. Then, the geometric structure of every node 

is defined as a polygonal area. The latter is done interactively with 

a tool. The interconnectivity between structured tiles is defined 

according to the presence of incoming or outgoing edges, and 

concerns its contact points. The latter determines how structured 

tiles can be legally combined to form larger path patterns. 

Practically, every tile has a subgraph that can be connected with 

other such subgraphs through its external edges as follows: all 

outgoing edges of one tile should match the incoming edges of 

another tile at their contact sides. To allow tiles combine 

perfectly to each other, their dimensions must be proportional to a 

quantity that is defined by the designer before terrain editing 

commences. Finally, we allow structured tiles to have alternative 

images, called styles, retaining the original geometric data and 

subgraph. The latter enables rendering the terrain with alternative 

visual styles, even switching amongst them dynamically, without 

loosing its structure or connectivity properties.  

5. TERRAIN COMPOSITION 
During terrain composition, structured-tiles may be authored and 

managed independently to the main game terrain. To facilitate this 

process we introduced structured-tile libraries as independent 

collections that can be managed separately from terrain 

composition, enabling terrains use simultaneously multiple 

libraries. The game terrain is structured as a tile-grid, the grid size 

being the smaller allowed structured tile. For every tile we extract 

the external outgoing / incoming edges and try to match those 

with the adjacent tiles on the terrain. As shown in Figure 5, the 

contact sides of two tiles are used to internally assemble their 

respective subgraphs so that the composite path of Figure 5 can be 

passable during gameplay. Lack of connectivity may result either 

in dead-ends or unreachable regions (areas not reachable from 

other parts of the terrain). Since all connectivity information is 

available, we may perform various tests or additional 

computations on the resulting graph like detecting unmatched 

edges at tile contacts sides via a graph lookup. Alternatively, we 

could globally verify that every node of the game board is 

reachable from particular initial nodes via a graph search. 

Additional automatic analysis that can be performed concerns 

summarizing minimal distances among nodes (shortest paths) and 

automatically deriving primary areas via strongly-connected 

component analysis. Such processing is not possible with 

primitive tiles and is possible irrespective to the game theme. The 

results of automatic graph analysis provide quantitative and 

qualitative metrics to designers for the game allowing introduce 

the required improvements. 

 

Our approach can be applied for radically varying genres. In 

particular, during the early phases of developing our game engine 

we experimented with numerous games, including mazes. As 

shown under Figure 4, we can extrapolate a pattern from an 

automatically generated maze and gradually turn it to a structured-

tile: we firstly mark the entry / exit points, then apply the grid and 

overlay the graph on the image itself. The latter allows combine 

maze path-patterns together, and even mix with typical adventure–

like patterns to form hybrid terrains. Our terrain editor in action is 

depicted under Figure 6. Structured tiles may be selected, 

inserted, removed or replaced on the terrain using the available 

tile library; the identifiers shown on the image are not part of the 

structured-tile but are set by the editor for scripting purposes. 

Feedback from designers showed that structured tiles are easily 

assimilated, manipulated and deployed and that Also, designers 

mentioned that the association of artwork (graphics) with plot 

(paths) is normally part of the design process, so they consider 

beneficial the presence of instruments reflecting this feature. 

6. GAMEPLAY MECHANICS 
Connectivity information allows determine viable paths from any 

given node, thus inform players of the plausible paths they may 

follow, enabling interactive selection, as well as highlighting of 

the current path when the player is moving.  Such functionality 

has been incorporated in our game engine, thus minimizing the 

implementation overhead per actual game (see Figure 7). 

(1,0)

(2,0)

Tile a
(1,1)

(2,1) (2,2)(2,3) (2,4)

(3,2) (3,3) (3,4)Tile b

unreachable

dead-end

(1,0)

(2,0)

Tile a
(1,1)

(2,1) (2,2)(2,3) (2,4)

(3,2) (3,3) (3,4)Tile b

unreachable

dead-end

 

Figure 5: Connecting tiles in the Terrain Editor (left) and 

broken edges and unreachable tiles (right) 
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Structured tiles automate the management of this gameplay style 

due to the following features: (a) pawn positions always fall in the 

area of a graph node; (b) pawns move on the terrain along routes 

determined by paths of the underlying graphs; and (c) any node 

and path of the graph can geometrically map on the visible 

terrain2. Additionally, structured tiles allow scripted game-logic 

introducing application-specific regulations for path selection and 

player movement. For instance, consider a chess game and the 

pawn move regulations. The latter may be implemented by 

checking the graph topology of the terrain and allow only 

movements matching the desired pattern per pawn type, thus 

presenting the player only with the valid path options. 

                                                                 

2 http://www.ics.forth.gr/hci/files/plang/BoardGameVide(High%20res).wmv 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We introduced structured tiles as a terrain composition discipline 

capturing and expressing recurring path-patterns in board games.  

Our work has been motivated by the wide deployment of 

repeating terrain structures in board games, in the meantime 

lacking systematic approaches for their representation and 

management in a terrain composition context. Structured tiles 

convey both geometric (for terrain formation) and path structure 

(for game play) information, and they can be combined to 

assemble a terrain as a visual image on top of a directed graph. 

Automatic terrain analysis is performed on the global graph 

through typical graph algorithms (search, connectivity, etc.). With 

structured tiles we were able to standardize board game mechanics 

as part of the game engine, as terrain paths and their internal 

structure are known to the engine core. In conclusion, we believe 

that the modeling of repeating terrain structures to embody rich 

semantic information can support the easier authoring and 

management of very complex and large terrains. 
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The Four Elements terrain, composed entirely of structured-
tiles, in an actual gameplay session using a tabletop setup

Structured-tiles encompassing geometric information, 
enable highlighting plausible paths towards destinations 
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Figure 7: Highlighting terrain paths. Yellow color shows the 

whole path while green color shows each separate node 

 

Figure 6: Constructing a board game via structured tiles using the terrain editor 
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